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Introduction

The service-oriented enterprise

Everything in the enterprise is a service. Everything the
enterprise does is a service. Everything the enterprise
delivers is a service – even products are services, in a sense.
And the enterprise itself is a service. Everything is a service.

at’s the key idea behind the service-oriented enterprise: a
view of the enterprise in whi everything is seen in terms
of services and their interactions and interdependencies,
providing consistency and simplicity everywhere, and cre-
ating new space for agility and innovation in the enterprise.

is book explores why and how to put that idea into prac-
tice, with real business benefits across the entire enterprise.

Who should read this book?

e book is intended for enterprise aritects and oth-
ers who deal with the practical implications of whole-of-
enterprise issues.

It should also be useful for strategists and service-managers,
and for anyone who works with ‘pervasive’ themes su as
supply-ains, value-webs, quality, security, knowledge-
sharing, business ethics and social responsibility, health,
safety and environment.

3
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What’s in this book?

e text is divided into three main sections:

• Basics (see apter Basics – An overview) – review-
ing key terms su as ‘enterprise aritecture’ and
‘service-oriented aritecture’, and the coremetaphors
underlying the service-oriented enterprise

• Principles (see apter Principles – An overview) –
describing core ideas about the structure and rela-
tionships between services, and their relationship to
the structure of the enterprise

• Practice (see apter Practice – An overview) –
illustrating how to apply the principles in real-world
business contexts, using a Functional BusinessModel
as the anor for the enterprise service-map, process-
tree, costing-model and other variants

Ea section contains several apters, as smaller unks
to apply straight away in your day-to-day work. Although
there’s a fair amount of theory, the keyword here is prac-
tice: the aim is to give you something that you can use.

So ea apter includes examples and stories to place
the ideas into a real-life context, with references to other
relevant resources. Most apters end with an ‘Applica-
tions’ section, with questions to help you apply the ma-
terial within your own context; and a ‘Resources’ section,
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pointing to sources for further information. ere’s also a
glossary at the end of the book, whi should help in clar-
ifying the broader meaning of some of the common terms
used in the aritecture of the service-oriented enterprise.

But first, what is the service-oriented enterprise? To
answer that, we need to explore some basic terms su
as ‘enterprise aritecture’ and ‘service-oriented aritec-
ture’; and, behind that, the underlying metaphors that we
use to describe the enterprise.



Basics – An overview
Before we get into the meat of the issues, there are a few
baground items we need to address.

One of these is the role of enterprise aritecture (see
apter Basics – Enterprise aritecture). At present, this
field is oen regarded as a subset of IT, and specifically of
IT governance. But it makes far more sense if we extend it
outward to its more literal meaning as the aritecture of
the enterprise as a whole.

Enterprise aritecture is about the structure of the en-
terprise – how everything fits together in support of the
enterprise vision and values and shorter-term goals. View-
ing an enterprise entirely in terms of services is one of the
more valuable ways to assess that structure, especially as
it provides consistency between every part and every level
within the enterprise.

A service-oriented aritecture also starts to make more
sense from that point of view (see apter Basics – Service-
oriented aritecture). As with enterprise-aritecture, it
initially arose as a way to resolve issues around detail-
level IT: but here we expand its scope outward, as an
aritectural style to understand the entire enterprise in
terms of service structures and content, and their mutual
interactions and interdependencies.

As part of this, we’ll also need to introduce some basic
themes and terminology from formal systems-theory. is

6



Basics – An overview 7

isn’t well-known in business as yet: unfortunate but under-
standable, because mu of so-called ‘hard-systems theory’
is described in a complex, arcane mathematics that may
well seem impenetrable – and, frankly, irrelevant – to most
people in business. e type we need here, though, is the
human-oriented ‘so-systems’ approa, whi is mu
more approaable, and more easily expressed in business
terms for the real business context.

Beneath that distinction between ‘hard-systems’ and ‘so-
systems’ is a fundamental difference in underlyingmetaphor,
in the overall way we describe the enterprise (see apter
Basics – A maer of metaphor). ere’s a key contrast here
between the notion of ‘enterprise as maine’ – probably
the most common business metaphor since the days of
Frederi Taylor’s ‘scientific management’, at the end of
the nineteenth century – and the more recent concept
of ‘enterprise as living organism’. e meanistic view
has some real value at the detail-level of tenology and
process-design, but it simply does not work when we try
to apply it to the whole enterprise – as many business-folk
have discovered the hard way, in expensive debacles su
as the failure of so many aempts at IT-based ‘business
process re-engineering’. Instead, if we are to gain the full
value from a service-oriented aritecture, we need to shi
towards the more holistic, all-encompassing view of the
‘living enterprise’ model.

Enterprise aritecture, service-oriented aritecture, and
a shi in underlying metaphor: together, these form the
basic baground for the service-oriented enterprise.
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Resources

• Tom Graves, Real Enterprise Aritecture: beyond IT
to the whole enterprise, (Tetradian, 2008)

• Tom Graves, Bridging the Silos: enterprise aritec-
ture for IT-aritects (Tetradian, 2008)

• TomGraves, Power and Response-ability: the human
side of systems (Tetradian, 2008)



Basics – Enterprise
architecture

Summary

Enterprise aritecture is a formal discipline managing a
body of knowledge about the purpose and structure of an
enterprise. It has its roots in IT systems and tenology-
management, but has steadily extended its scope towards
covering the whole enterprise – and it will need that mu
broader scope if it is to fully describe the requirements of
the service-oriented enterprise.

What is enterprise architecture?

What is the enterprise? What holds it together? What
structures do we need to make it work beer, to help it
adapt to its anging circumstances and business environ-
ment?

ese are the core questions underlying the formal disci-
pline of enterprise aritecture. It’s still a new discipline:
the term itself was coined barely a decade ago, building
on previous ideas about ‘information systems aritecture’
and the like. ere are several standards and formats –
TOGAF (e Open Group Aritecture Framework), FEAF
(US Federal Enterprise Aritecture Framework) and the

9
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Zaman framework being some of the best-known exam-
ples. Whi leads us, though, to ask: what is an ‘enter-
prise’? For that maer, what is meant by ‘aritecture’ in
this context?

An all-too-common answer to that last ques-
tion – typified by the comments of the ari-
tecture manager at a recent client – would be
“IT functions and data”. When I explained
that the business of her employer – a govern-
ment department in the social-services sector
– was a great deal wider than that, and hence
her aritecture needed to cover people-based
processes, legislation and a great deal more,
she replied, “Yes, I agree with you: aritec-
ture is all about IT functions and data”. We
went round that loop a couple more times
before I gave up: there wasn’t mu point in
trying to discuss real enterprise-aritecture
with someone who wouldn’t allow herself to
hear about any aspect of business beyond her
own domain of IT. Oh well…

In every form of aritecture – building aritecture, naval
aritecture, process aritecture, business aritecture,
whatever – the real focus is on structure, and the use of
that structure. In the aritecture and design of a hospital,
for example, we would be as concerned with the workflows
and other usage-paerns within the hospital as its physical
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framework of walls and wiring, passageways and plumb-
ing. e same is true of enterprise aritecture: it’s about
structure – any kind of structure within the enterprise,
from data-definitions to downpipes and dumper-trus -
and the principles and guidelines that govern the use of
that structure.

So what then is an enterprise? According to the FEAF
specification, it’s any kind of entity “supporting a defined
business scope and mission”, within whi the various
members or components “must coordinate their functions
and share information” to aieve that purpose. e ‘en-
terprise’ might be a commercial business; it might be
government or non-profit; it might be the local football
club or the village New Mothers group; it actually doesn’t
maer what the size or purpose might be, as long as there
is a defined scope and mission to share.

Note, though, that whilst an organisation is a kind of
enterprise, not every enterprise is delimited by the legal and
other boundaries of an organisation. An enterprise may be
any subset or superset of the organisation: the IT depart-
ment is an enterprise in its own right, within the overall
enterprise of the parent organisation; a multi-partner cross-
industry consortium is likewise an enterprise made up of
a shared ‘mission and scope’ to whi a group of smaller
enterprises oose to align. ere’s no inherent restriction
there: and in some cases the effective boundaries of the
enterprise may well ange from minute to minute.

Under those circumstances, governance of the enterprise
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can get complicated, to say the least. Whi is where
enterprise aritecture comes into the picture:

Enterprise aritecture is a discipline through whi an en-
terprise can identify, develop and maintain its knowledge
of its purpose, its structure and itself.

Enterprise aritecture identifies and monitors the struc-
tures needed to support that shared mission; it assists in
managing ange, and responses to ange; it provides
guidance and consistency across the whole scope.

But here we may hit up against a problem of divergence
between what is commonly thought to be the scope of
enterprise aritecture, and the real scope it needs to have.
We need to address that issue of scope before we can move
on.

The scope of architecture

In most current descriptions, ‘enterprise aritecture’ is
associated almost entirely with IT – in effect, the term is a
kind of shorthand for ‘enterprise-wide IT aritecture’. But
with ea new stage of maturity, the scope has needed to
expand further, from low-level tenology and interfaces,
to structures for data and applications, and then to a
somewhat belated recognition that all of this needed to be
linked to and driven from business strategy.

Yet all of this is still centred solely on IT: mu so-called
‘business aritecture’, for example, is oen just an IT-
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oriented summary of ‘everything not-IT’. So a typical view
of the scope of that ‘enterprise aritecture’ would be as in
the TOGAF specification:

e IT-aritecture hierary

Note the relative sizes of ea area of interest
in that diagram. In the original TOGAF-8
methodology, for example, assessment of low-
level tenology is assigned more than six
times as many development steps as for the
whole of the rest of the business put together.
Kind of an imbalance there…

Every enterprise is different, yet very few are as IT-centric
as the standard enterprise-aritecturemodels suggest. And
for the rest? Perhaps the simplest way is to describe ea
enterprise in terms of four distinct dimensions, whi we
could summarise as the four classic ways an enterprise
distinguishes itself from its competitors:

• through products and services – a physical dimen-
sion of actions and transactions, “the way we do
things round here”
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• through knowledge and innovation – a conceptual
dimension of ideas and information, “what we know,
how we think”

• through relationships and ‘feel’ – a relational di-
mension of people and their individual skills and
experience, “howwe relate with ea other, and with
others”

• through vision and purpose – an aspirational dimen-
sion about direction, focus, morale, belonging, “who
we are and what we stand for”

e FEAF reference-model describes these respectively as
‘Other Fixed Assets’, ‘Tenology’ (by whi they mean
IT, though that’s actually only a subset of knowledge-
tenology), ‘Human Capital’ and ‘Business’. ese di-
mensions interweave as the distinct and distinctive nature
of the enterprise as a whole. So the layering of a real
enterprise aritecture would look more like this:

Whole-of-enterprise structure

So enterprise aritecture isn’t about IT – or rather, since
IT does play a part in most present-day enterprises, it’s not
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only about IT, but about how every aspect of the enterprise
interacts with everything else. And it isn’t centred on IT: it
isn’t centred anywhere, other than on that guiding theme,
the ‘defined business scope and mission’. In short:

• e scope of enterprise aritecture is always
the whole of the enterprise – the enterprise as a
whole

We may oose, for practical reasons, to set suitable limits
on the scope of an aritectural assessment or design. But
the moment we forget that that’s an arbitrary oice, not
a fact, we’d be in trouble straight away: the real scope –
always – is the whole of the enterprise.

The purpose of architecture

But what’s the point of all of this? What’s the purpose
of enterprise aritecture? To answer that, we need to
return to the FEAF definition, that an enterprise has various
members and components that coordinate their functions
and share information to express or aieve their shared
‘mission’ or vision. e aritecture provides a means
to support that process of coordination; it provides con-
sistency across the whole of the enterprise scope, and a
consistent description of that scope.

at’s the function of reference-frameworks: TOGAF’s
‘Integrated Information Infrastructure Reference Model’
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is one su generic example for the IT industry, whilst
eTOM and SID (‘enhanced Telecom Operations Model’
and ‘Structured Information/Data’) are a mating pair for
telecommunications service-providers, and SCOR (Supply-
Chain Operations Reference-model) describes logistics and
other supply-ain services.

But these are all fairly static models: they describe struc-
ture, but not mu about interactions between the com-
ponents of those structures. And they don’t explain mu
about the human side of the systems – su as the so-called
‘tacit’ knowledge that resides only in people’s heads, and is
most oen shared through stories and action-based learn-
ing. For these, we need a broader view of the structure, the
system and the scope.

at’s what a ‘services’ view of the aritecture can provide
for us. Services present a consistent frame throughwhi to
understand structure; and service-oreography describes
the use of that structure. Whi leads us, in turn, to a
service-oriented view of the enterprise as a whole – the
service-oriented enterprise.

at in turnwould depend on a view of ‘service-orientation’
that’s as broad as the scope of the enterprise itself. But
as with ‘enterprise aritecture’, the term is at present
strongly associated with IT alone – too strongly for our
needs here. To make this work, we need first to take
a detour to find the real meaning of ‘service-oriented
aritecture’.
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Application

• What are the bounds of ‘the enterprise’ in your
own business context? Are they a subset of the
organisation; synonymous with the organisation; or
do they extend beyond the organisation itself? What
are the dynamics of those bounds – in what ways do
they ange, and for what purposes?

• Does your organisation maintain some kind of en-
terprise aritecture? If so, what is its current scope?
Where within the organisation does it reside? Who
has responsibility for its scope and governance?

• If your existing enterprise-aritecture is restricted
to an IT-centric scope, what would need to be done
to extend that to a true enterprise-wide scope? What
can you do to assist in that ange?

• What support does enterprise-aritecture provide to
enhance consistency across the enterprise? In what
ways could that support be further enhanced within
your enterprise?

Resources

• TOGAF (e Open Group Aritecture Framework):
see www.opengroup.org/togaf ²

²http://www.opengroup.org/togaf

http://www.opengroup.org/togaf
http://www.opengroup.org/togaf
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• FEAF (US Federal Enterprise Aritecture Frame-
work): see www.gao.gov/special.pubs/eaguide.pdf³
[PDF]

• Zaman framework: see www.zifa.com⁴

• Agile aritecture development: seewww.agileea.org⁵

• Whole-of-enterprise aritecture: see Tom Graves,
Real Enterprise Aritecture: beyond IT to the whole
enterprise, (Tetradian, 2008)

• Adapting existing aritecture-tools for whole-of-
enterprise aritecture: see Tom Graves, Bridging
the Silos: enterprise aritecture for IT-aritects
(Tetradian, 2008)

³http://www.gao.gov/special.pubs/eaguide.pdf
⁴http://www.zifa.com
⁵http://www.agileea.org

http://www.gao.gov/special.pubs/eaguide.pdf
http://www.zifa.com
http://www.agileea.org
http://www.gao.gov/special.pubs/eaguide.pdf
http://www.zifa.com
http://www.agileea.org


Basics –
Service-oriented
architecture

Summary

As with enterprise aritecture, service-oriented aritec-
ture has to date been associated almost exclusively with
low-level IT. We can break free from that restriction, and
open out to the whole scope of enterprise aritecture, by
recognising that everything in the enterprise provides a
service.

Services and IT-architecture

If we read the existing literature on service-oriented ar-
itecture – the Wikipedia summary, say – we’ll find the
same as with enterprise aritecture: it seems it’s all about
low-level IT, and nothing else. And as with enterprise
aritecture, it’s not the whole story: the IT is only a small
part of the enterprise. Yet it’s oen the only part that most
people know, so it’s probably the best place to start: we just
have to remember to translate any IT-centric assumptions
to the broader whole-of-enterprise scope.

In IT-aritecture, a service is a composite made up of small
blos of functionality that collectively present a unified

19
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interface – oen but not always a single interface – to the
‘external’ world, and are otherwise autonomous, ideally
with no ‘hard-wired’ links to any other services. Some of
the other key ideas include:

• loosely coupled – services have minimal dependence
on ea other: “services share sema and contract,
not class”, to quote one of the original services
theorists, Don Box

• contract-based – the service to be delivered is de-
fined in a ‘service description document’, or some
other kind of ‘contract’ or service-level agreement

• discoverable – the service and its interface-contract
– including information on the quality available in
the contract, to aid process optimisation – should be
identifiable automatically

• abstraction – as long as the service delivers in ac-
cordance with the specified interface-contract, how
it does what it does should be a ‘bla box’, internal
detail that is (mostly) irrelevant to the user of the
service

• reusable and composable – the service should be
designed for re-use in a variety of different ways
and in aggregations into larger blos of shared
functionality

• interangeable – it should be possible to swit be-
tween services on different systems and from differ-
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ent service-providers that adhere to the same nomi-
nal service-contract specification

Overall, this gives some great advantages:

• we break free from monolithic, hardwired ‘appli-
cations’ that are cumbersome, fragile and hard to
ange

• developers can optimise the internal meanisms of
a service without affecting its exposed interface

• we can ‘mix and mat’ between services to create
new ‘mashups’ for rapid response to business ange

• services can be described in business terms, enabling
people without an IT baground to create their own
personalised mashups

• we can call on the facilities of multiple service-
providers for the same nominal service, for load-
balancing and risk-management, or for business rea-
sons su as reduced costs or faster response

All good: but there are some significant downsides, whi
at times may be overlooked amidst the flood of marketing-
hype. ere’s a sense sometimes of a wishful aitude of
‘build it and they will come’: yet in a true service-oriented
aritecture, services have no inherent context, they just
are. So issues around ‘discoverability’ – self-advertising, in
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effect – suddenly become non-trivial: a concern that barely
existed with the old monolithic applications, where every
function was hardwired into the run-time code.

Also unlike those monolithic applications, there’s no in-
herent built-in meanism that links services together into
processes: that oreography has to come from somewhere
beyond the services themselves. And the need for service-
contracts can bring a hey overhead in terms of bandwidth
and execution-time, especially where service-connections
need to be created in real-time.

A service-orientation for IT-aritecture enables new op-
tions, new possibilities: one su example is ‘cloud-computing’,
in whi IT-services can be exanged and accessed from
anywhere across the web. Yet all of this is still solely from
the IT perspective. Once we look wider, and extend the
scope of a service-oriented aritecture, we start to see that
there are other advantages, and other allenges – some of
them subtle, even strange, perhaps, but all of whi do need
to be addressed.

Security and other service
challenges

Probably the greatestallenges to a service-oriented ari-
tecture revolve around security. Every access to anything
will require some kind of identity-management:

• is this requester who they claim to be?
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• if they are, do they have the appropriate ‘need to
know, need to use’?

• if it’s a commercial service, do they have access to
the funds to pay for the service?

• how do we confirm all of this, within the response-
time specified in the service-contract?

In a typical monolithic application, we would control ac-
cess to information or functions via some kind of token.
Once someone has logged into some system, we can use
that token to tra anything they do and ask for within
the bounds of that system, and respond accordingly. Oen
all we’ll need to do is something like a lookup to a list of
passwords and a list of mating access-rights, and we’d be
all but done: problem solved. For the enterprise as a whole,
almost the only complications are the need to get people to
ange their passwords from time to time, to reduce the
risk that security may be compromised; and the need to
align access-controls for the various different monolithic
systems that people need to use – hence the ‘holy grail’ of
a so-called ‘single sign-on’ for every system, whi sounds
simple enough in theory, if not so simple in practice…

But in a service-oriented model, identity-management is
suddenly mu more complicated – especially on the in-
ternet, whi has no built-in meanism to tra ‘state-
ful’ concerns su as identity and security. ‘e system’
– su as it is – consists of layer upon layer of near-
arbitrary collections of “small pieces loosely joined”: we
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can pass around a token, perhaps, but as yet there’s no
qui, simple, automatic means to link that token to any
central register of access-rights. And once we’re outside
the enterprise firewall – as we would be with most cloud-
computing services, for example – we have to deal with
all the security nightmare of the internet, with haing,
spoofing, interception, forged identity and the rest: it’s not
a prey picture.

e tenical allenges of SOA are almost
trivial compared to its securityallenges: there’s
good reason why all of the recent Open Group
conferences on enterprise-aritecture have also
featured amajor stream on security and service-
aritecture. e cat is that many of the
issues are have lile or nothing to do with IT
– a fact whi can be difficult for the many
people who turn up at su conferences with
an IT-only baground, a fixed IT-centric view
of the business world, and an equally fixed
assumption that every possible problem has
an IT-based solution… But unless we do think
wider about security than just the IT, we’re
likely to cause more problems than we solve:
when security is our responsibility, we’re re-
sponsible for all of it, not just the easy part
that’s well within our comfort-zone!

Another classic problem in service-oreography is what’s
known as ‘deadly embrace’. An example from the hard-
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wired computer-systems of a few decades ago would be
where one service gains exclusive access to a datastore,
and then requests the printer, at the same time as another
service los the printer for its use and then requests the
datastore. Ea service is then stu waiting for the other:
whi would not be popular with the services’ users…

In principle, and in direct form, at least that kind of problem
has long since been resolved with tactics su as asyn-
ronous printer-queues and optimistic record-loing; and
the sheer speed of most present-day data-processing also
helps. But ea service-transaction takes time to set up, es-
pecially through all those worldwide routing-meanisms
of the internet; andwhenwe have towade ourway through
layer upon layer of access-control services and sulike to
get anything done, the total set-up time may well exceed
that for the actual transaction many times over. And that’s
assuming that everything works: it’s not always obvious
whatwill happenwhen any service-transaction fails within
an overall oreography. So even if it’s not a true ‘deadly
embrace’ in a tenical sense, it may well feel like it… And
when su a widely-distributed system fails in that way,
it’s oen far from obvious as to whose responsibility it
would be to fix it: whi is guaranteed trouble at a business
level. So cloud-computing may sound almost perfect in
principle, perhaps, but may not be so perfect in practice.

And then there are a whole swathe of other issues that
have lile or nothing to do with IT as su, but can have
serious impacts on IT-based services. For example, almost
every country has its own distinct and different rules
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around privacy, record-keeping and the like. So whilst in
principle data could be stored anywhere in theworld, many
countries mandate that some (but only some) information
should never cross national borders – whi means that
service-users must have proof from service-providers that
that is indeed the case.

Other countries – particularly the US – assert legal con-
cerns about restricting information to their own citizens
only – who may, however, be anywhere in the world. en
there are the thorny issues around pornography and the
like, where access may be limited not by nationality but
by age, or other personal aributes. All of whi lead
to aotic confusions about who can and can’t see what,
and who has authority and responsibility to control su
limitations – let alone, again, dealing with all the haers
and spoofers and sulike. Messy indeed.

A true service-oriented aritecture needs to be able to
deal with every one of these issues. Whi is not straight-
forward at all. Whi is why a service-based view of
the enterprise needs also to be strongly linked to a solid
structure for service-management – not just for IT, but for
the whole of the enterprise.

Services and service-management

Whether in ‘cloud-computing’ or in old-style applications,
IT services need to be linked together into end-to-end busi-
ness processes – whi means there needs to be something
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above the services themselves to create that oreography.
In the same way, there also needs to be an IT infrastructure
on whi the services will run. e laer would be more
the realm of IT-aritecture, perhaps, but all of this would
come under the general heading of ‘service management’.

Probably the international standard for IT service-management
is ITIL, the ‘IT Infrastructure Library’ developed by the
UK Office of Government Commerce. So in this context
it’s interesting to compare two versions of that standard:
Version 2, published in 2004, and the Version 3 update,
released in 2007.

ITIL v2 uses a classic IT-centric ‘them and us’ model for
its overview. On the far le there’s ‘e Business’; on
the far right, ‘e Tenology’. Between them sits the
core of service-management, Service Delivery and Service
Support, with an interface of’e Business Perspective’ on
one side and ‘ICT InfrastructureManagement’ on the other.
Above and below we have a useful focus on planning,
on application management, on ever-essential security-
management. at’s it, apart from an emphasis throughout
on ‘IT/Business alignment’ – though it’s never very clear
about who is supposed to align with whom.

ITIL v3 is radically different: there’s almost no IT-centrism
at all. In principle it’s all about service-management for IT,
but apart from a few low-level tenical details we could
remove the term ‘IT’ throughout and it would still make
perfect sense. It starts with Service Strategy; moves on to
Service Design; then Service Transition, about implement-
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ing those designs; and Service Operation. Interweaving all
of those is Continual Service Improvement. Ea is “a set of
specialised organisational capabilities for providing value
to customers in the form of services”, with an emphasis on
managing the overall service lifecycle as mu as service
delivery and support. And though never stated explicitly,
perhaps the real key point in ITIL is this:

• Service-management is itself a service: it delivers
the services of service-management

e ITIL standard describes those service-management
services, and the relationships between those services, both
in terms of their interdependencies and oreography, and
in terms of the mutual responsibilities over time. But it
also helps us to think about services in mu broader terms
than those of IT aritecture alone. Whimaers, because
ultimately, everything is a service.

Everything is a service

Whatever it looks like, and whatever form it may take,
everything in an enterprise delivers a service. at’s the
real implication of a service-oriented aritecture; and also
the real reason for its importance to the enterprise.

Everything is a service. Even products are proto-services,
in a sense, because they provide the end-customer with the
means to deliver a self-service: a vacuum-cleaner provides
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the service of cleaned floors, the grocery-shopping provides
the self-service of meals, and so on. “Customers do not
buy products”, says the ITIL v3 specification, “they buy
the satisfaction of particular needs”. And we satisfy those
needs through the services we provide.

Shiing the perspective from products to ser-
vices can be more profitable, too. Interface Inc
is one of the world’s leading manufacturers
of flooring materials, and some two decades
ago, in the words of its founder Ray Anderson,
was consuming “an ocean of petroleum” ea
year to make its products. It was a profitable
enterprise, if perhaps not as profitable as it
could have been – though with the ‘business
as usual’ mindset of the time, it was far from
clear as to what needed toange to make that
quantum shi in profitability.

But in the late-1990s Anderson had what he
called “a spear to theest” – a kind of double-
epiphany about sustainability. One side of it
was a recognition that every scrap of waste
– at that time a huge problem for the cor-
poration – was something that they’d paid
for but couldn’t sell. Hence zero-waste was
not merely a ‘feel-good’ goal, but a business
maer with serious business impacts: waste-
reduction leads directly to more profit, and
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everyone wins. At the present time, Interface
is about halfway towards its ‘Mission Zero’
goal for the year 2020 – zero waste, zero
environmental impact, everything recycled –
and its profitability continues to climb with
ea passing year.

Anderson’s other ‘epiphany’ was a realisation
about a link between products, services and
waste. Interface had sold carpet and other
flooring products; but what its clients really
wanted – ‘the satisfaction of a particular need’
– was the service of covered floors: and to the
end-customer, that service had higher value as
a service. So Interface started to shi their
business that way – and discovered that to
make it work, they also had to shi their
aitude to waste. When the company was
oriented towards products, it was in their
interest to get their customers to be careless
about waste: more waste equals more product
sold, and built-in obsolescence seems like a
good idea, too. But it’s the other way round
when the company embeds the product in its
own fixed-fee service: suddenly it’s in the
company’s interest for customers to minimise
their waste, and for products to be as durable
as possible. So for the service-oriented enter-
prise, sustainability is good business in every
sense – and once again, everyone wins.
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In IT service-oriented aritecture, we rethink IT functions
and the like in terms of services. But in the service-oriented
enterprise, we take that idea a stage further, and rethink
everything in service terms. Service-management is a ser-
vice; management is a service; so is strategy, aritecture,
the office canteen. Everything in the entire enterprise is a
service.

In ITIL v3, a service is defined in rather abstract terms, as
a means of delivering value by facilitating the customer’s
desired outcomes. e service is both valued and valuable
because we take on some of the complexity and risk on the
customer’s behalf. And the service is accorded a value by
the customer to the extent that it makes those outcomes
easier to aieve.

Product is about ‘what’; service is about ‘how’ and ‘who’
and ‘where’ and ‘when’; but what the customer is really
interested in is their ‘why’ – and oen don’t greatly care
about how that ‘why’ can be aieved, as long it is aieved
with the minimum of difficulty and fuss. As a service-
provider, that’s our desired outcome: a satisfied customer.
In a commercial context, satisfaction maers – because a
satisfied customer is likely to come ba for more.

Incidentally, this is one point where ‘bla
box’ encapsulation of service-internals may
cross over with demands for transparency,
giving a mu more subtle definition of ‘cus-
tomer satisfaction’.
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When the Australian ‘Ghan’ railway line from
Adelaide to Darwin was upgraded some years
ba, one of the tenders was presented by a
Chinese consortium. Unlike the other tenders,
whi assumed a relatively small workforce
and large amounts of heavy mainery, the
Chinese proposed instead to use a vast manual
workforce of half a million labourers. e
delivered service-results would have been ex-
actly the same, created to the same nominal
service-level agreement. e Chinese pro-
posal even worked out eaper – even allow-
ing for the logistics of serving that workforce
in difficult near-desert conditions – hencewould
have beenmu ‘beer’ than the other tenders
if the price had been the only criterion.

But an end-customer may well be concerned
with more than just the end-result. at
was certainly true in this case: the politics
were way too scary, for a start – especially
as that imported workforce would represent a
significant percentage of the country’s entire
population. So sometimes the simple bla-
box encapsulation can risk reducing ‘customer
satisfaction’. In an IT service-oriented ari-
tecture we might not need to take account
of su issues, but at the whole-of-enterprise
level we certainly do.
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Something else to think about, anyway.

In the service-oriented enterprise, every activity has an
explicitly-identified customer to whom that service has
value; and ea of those customers has an outcome that
they want to aieve. ose two points define the service-
need, and hence the structure and nature of the service.

Perhaps more to the point, if we can’t identify
the customer and their need, we’re proba-
bly delivering a service that has no value –
a situation whi is far from uncommon in
larger enterprises, particularly in the myriad
of performance reports created with so mu
effort but that no-one ever actually reads…

Do beware, though, of the common mistake
of aempting to define that value solely in
monetary terms. We can’t eat money; we
can’t travel with money alone; we can’t get
a hug from it, or a greeting home; it doesn’t
even make a good floor-covering. Money is a
means to an outcome – not the outcome itself.
To make a service-oriented aritecture work,
we need to be clear about what that outcome
is – not just the means by whi we get there.

Products enable services; and services in turn enable out-
comes. As a service-provider, delivery of the service is
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the endpoint of all our work; but from the customer’s
perspective, the service is only a means to an end – it’s
not in itself their intended outcome. To understand the
service-need, we must describe that outcome in business
terms, and usually distinct from the service itself. To use
an example from the ITIL v3 specification, we ourselves
might think of our service as delivering ‘an online sales-
information process’ or sulike; but what our service-
customer actually wants is something that will enable their
sales-people to spend more time face-to-face with their
own customers. at’s the real need; that’s what we need
to design our service for; that’s the real measure of ‘success’
in service terms – a satisfied customer. How we get to that
desired outcome is up to us: to a large extent, the client
doesn’t want to know, as long as the outcome is aieved.

Whi brings us ba to those core principles of service-
oriented aritecture: loosely-coupled, contract-based, dis-
coverable, interange, abstraction and so on. ose sup-
port best-value for the customer. Other principles sup-
port best-value for us as service-providers: particularly
reusability, composability and, again, a layered abstrac-
tion. But these depend in turn, on that fundamental shi in
perspective: that everything in the enterprise is a service.

It’s not an easy shi in perspective, perhaps, but the payoffs
can be huge – especially in terms of simplicity, clarity,
resilience and speed of response to ange. Yet to make
it work well, we need another parallel shi in perspective,
about the way we view the enterprise as a whole. And that
shi is what we need to look at next.
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Application

• What to you is ‘service-oriented aritecture’? How
would you apply su ideas in your existing enter-
prise?

• Howdo you address the security and identity-management
issues in service-oriented aritecture? And the
synronous-transaction issues?

• What structures and processes do you use for service-
management? Do they only apply to IT-services, or
to other services as well?

• Who are the clients for your services? How do you
identify andmodel their business needs and business
outcomes? How do you ensure that your services
deliver against those outcomes?

• What distinctions do you currently draw between
products and services? Who are the users and ‘con-
sumers’ of ea? In what ways do those users differ,
in terms of expectations, responsibilities and so on?

Resources

• Service-oriented IT-aritecture: seeWikipedia sum-
mary at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_oriented_ar-
itecture⁶

⁶http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_oriented_architecture

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_oriented_architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_oriented_architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_oriented_architecture
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• ITIL (Information Tenology Infrastructure Library):
see www.itil.org.uk⁷ and www.itil-officialsite.com⁸

• BiSL (Business Information Services Library) and
ASL (Application Services Library): seewww.aslbislfoundation.org⁹

• RayAnderson and the Interface Inc story: seewww.interfaceinc.com/who/founder.html¹⁰
and www.interfaceglobal.com¹¹

⁷http://www.itil.org.uk
⁸http://www.itil-officialsite.com
⁹http://www.aslbislfoundation.org
¹⁰http://www.interfaceinc.com/who/founder.html
¹¹http://www.interfaceglobal.com

http://www.itil.org.uk
http://www.itil-officialsite.com
http://www.aslbislfoundation.org
http://www.interfaceinc.com/who/founder.html
http://www.interfaceglobal.com
http://www.itil.org.uk
http://www.itil-officialsite.com
http://www.aslbislfoundation.org
http://www.interfaceinc.com/who/founder.html
http://www.interfaceglobal.com


Basics – A matter of
metaphor

Summary

e most common metaphor for the enterprise is to view
it as some kind of complicated yet controllable maine.
But to succeed with a whole-of-enterprise aritecture that
is based on services, we have to shi our perspective, and
view the enterprise more as a kind of living organism in its
own right, with its own self-osen direction and purpose.

Machine and organism

For at least a hundred years, the dominant metaphor of
business has been that of ‘enterprise as maine’. e
science behind its notion of ‘scientific management’ is
essentially Newtonian, a clowork universe following
implacable, supposedly universal ‘laws of business’. And
there’s no doubt that it did work well, for the business-
owners at least: Ford’s assembly-lines were hailed as
marvels of their age, as productivity leapt many-fold under
the ever-vigilant eye of the time-and-motion man.

But times have moved on: despite the evident desire of so
many managers to cling on to the apparent certainties of
the past, it’s clear that the old-style ‘scientificmanagement’
has long passed its own ‘use-by’ date. It’s not wrong, as

37
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su: but in practice it’s a special case, one that only works
well in stable markets with stable products and slow rates
ofange – a business context whi these days has become
a relative rarity, an almost unheard-of luxury. To cope with
the complexities of the real business world of the present,
we need an approa whi is mu more flexible, mu
more resilient, mu faster in response to ange.

And if the times have moved on, so has the underlying
science. A new version of Taylor’s ‘scientific management’
would have to include complexity-science, systems-theory,
emergence, ecology – and living systems. To understand
service-oriented aritecture and the true nature of the
service-oriented enterprise, a beer metaphor is not ‘en-
terprise as maine’, but ‘enterprise as living organism’.
Yet the ‘maine’ view is still so dominant in present-
day business that it’s worthwhile spending some time to
explore the differences between these two core metaphors.

Structural basis

In the maine metaphor, the enterprise is comprised of a
myriad of small components. To work well, all of these
components must mesh together, like gears inside a ma-
ine. Every part must be carefully designed, engineered
and mained to fit in its alloed place – in only that place
– and is interangeable with any other mating part.
Every task has a predefined ‘job-description’: the maine
has no real place for skill, and individual difference is
almost anathema. Everything is a ‘resource’: hence the
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term ‘human resources’ – and hence too that bier sense
of feeling regarded as no more than ‘a cog in the maine’,
to be discarded on the scrap-heap as soon as our work is
done.

In the organism metaphor, the enterprise is composed of a
myriad of interdependent services, working together, as a
community, towards a common purpose. Although there
is some specialisation – giving the appearance of radical
difference in some cases – ea of the cells ultimately
shares the same underlying structure. e network of
interdependencies is su that the overall structure, and
even the cells within it, will automatically adapt itself to
ange, and will spread the load in the event of damage.
No part, however, is directly interangeable with any
other. Replacement will naturally occur, but the whole
organism anges with ea substitution: and what keeps
the organism together under su ange is that unifying
purpose.

Location of purpose

In the maine metaphor, the key point is that the maine
has no inherent or intrinsic purpose: it’s just a maine.
Any purpose for the maine has to come from outside
of the maine itself. In the classic Victorian model, the
maine – and hence everything and everyone in it –
exists to serve the purpose of whoever is declared to be
its ‘owner’: the shareholders, in the present-day version of
that model. In the commercial context, its purpose is as a
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‘maine for making money’. e means and meanisms
bywhi it does so are apparently almost irrelevant, as long
it does so to the owners’ satisfaction: if not, the maine
itself may be discarded, at whim.

In the organismmetaphor, a shared purpose is fundamental
to the existence of the organism. Purpose is intrinsic, not
extrinsic: it comes from within the enterprise, not from
outside. Means and meanisms all need to align with that
purpose in order to work well; and in essence, the organism
owns itself.

One of the practical difficulties of the organ-
ism metaphor in a present-day commercial
context is that it doesn’t align well with the
‘shareholder-as-owner’ model. As business
commentator Charles Handy put it, “Compa-
nies today are quintessentially collections of
people adding value to material things. It is
not appropriate to ‘own’ collections of people.
Particularly it is inappropriate for anonymous
outsiders to own these far from anonymous
people.”

In short, the organism metaphor exposes the
bleak fact that the current shareholder model
asserts purported ‘ownership rights’ that, in
human terms, are dangerously close to slavery
– whi is not a stable or sustainable basis for
any economy…
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Structure of management

In the maine metaphor, management is a ‘thing apart’:
it exists to control the maine, on behalf of the ‘owners’,
but is separate and distinct from both. ere’s an almost
absolute split between ‘brain’ and ‘brawn’, oen seen as an
clash of opposites – management versus workers, white-
collar versus blue-collar. Knowledge is deemed to reside
only in management: the maine is brainless in itself –
a ‘mere maine’. So all of its necessary thinking must be
done by ‘outsiders’; whilst control of the implementation
of that thinking is distributed throughout the maine via
a hierary of authority: the classic management-textbook
distinctions between ‘staff’ and ‘line’.

In the organism metaphor, management is simply another
service: it’s intrinsic to every part of the enterprise. ere’s
no inherent separation between ‘brain’ and ‘brawn’ – in-
deed, the organismwould fail if its brain were to be excised
in the same way as in the maine-metaphor. Knowledge,
and the ability to garner and apply that knowledge, are
all likewise distributed throughout the organism, with an
emphasis on local knowledge applied to the local context.
Management exists to support and guide, but does not
aempt to control.

Most modern models for quality-management
take this laer approa: for example, one
of the core principles is that the knowledge
to solve a problem in manufacturing is most
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likely to come from those who are closest to
the work.

e cat is that this is almost the exact oppo-
site view to the ‘maine-metaphor’management-
knows-best model that’s still preferred – per-
haps unsurprisingly – by so many middle-
managers. But W Edwards Deming, one of
the figureheads of the quality movement, was
insistent – and unrepentant – on this point:
most of the problems in quality had their roots
in the structural failings of the management
system, he said, and managers should look
to their own behaviours first before blaming
front-line workers for poor quality. Although
he doesn’t describe it in su terms, Deming’s
work provides one of the best descriptions of
how the ‘living organism’ metaphor applies in
real practice, especially in the manufacturing
context. Strongly recommended.

Emphasis for overall improvement

In the maine metaphor, the main interests in improve-
ment are about efficiency and reliability. Efficiency is seen
as ‘doing more with less’ – whi in a business context
usually means cuing costs, and cuing costs, and cuing
costs yet again, in a relentless quest for the nirvana of
geing everything for nothing. Reliability is supposedly
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important too, though in practice it oen comes a distant
second in priority to an imagined ‘efficiency’.

In the organism metaphor, efficiency and reliability are
recognised as just two out of five key factors in effectiveness
– ‘efficient on purpose’:

• efficient : makes the best use of the available re-
sources

• reliable: can be relied on to deliver the required
results

• elegant : supports the human factors in the context

• appropriate: supports and sustains the overall pur-
pose

• integrated: linked to and supports integration of the
whole as whole

In the ‘living enterprise’, performance depends on how
well we optimise all the trade-offs across these dimensions
that, together, express the enterprise’s ‘ability to do work’.
Efficiency is neither the same as effectiveness, nor separate
from it, but is a subset of what’s needed for overall effec-
tiveness. So improvements focus on the balance between
these dimensions – not solely on a single theme su as
efficiency.

ese themes of enterprise effectiveness are
explored in more depth in two other books
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in this series: Real Enterprise Aritecture:
beyond IT to the whole enterprise and SEMPER
& SCORE: enhancing enterprise effectiveness
– see the ‘Resources’ section below.

Resilience and change

In the maine metaphor, there can be no inherent re-
silience as su: the enterprise is just a maine, with very
limited options to adapt itself to ange. e purpose,
the brain and even most of the senses are all ‘external’:
adaptation for ange can only come from outside – hence
the armies of self-styled ‘management consultants’. e
process of ange is typified by su meanistic terms as
‘restructuring’, ‘business process re-engineering’, or John
Zaman’s notion of ‘engineering the enterprise’. Every-
thing in the maine is an interangeable component, so
a typical ange-process will consist of pulling the maine
apart, and then re-assembling the components in a different
order, according to some revised ‘system design’. ere is
no real concept of human impact in any of this, because
there’s no real concept of people as people: they’re ‘human
resources’, no different from any other enterprise asset. e
only obvious difficulty – from within that metaphor, at
least – is that response to ange is usually reactive and
slow: the result is that there’s an apparently limitless need
to keep tinkering with the maine, always running to keep
up with an ever-anging reality, a futile sear for the
final, certain, stable ‘future state’.
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In the organism metaphor, the mesh of interdependencies
provides the enterprise with inherent resilience to sway
with the winds of ange. e notion of viable services –
whi we’ll explore further throughout this book – means
that the enterprise becomes self-_adapting, guided overall
by the defined business purpose; the whole focus is ‘efficient
_on purpose’. e one serious difficulty posed by all that
interdependence is that we can’t pull the enterprise apart
– in the same brutal way that we can in the maine-
metaphor – and expect it to survive the ange unscathed.
If we truly do have to excise some part of the organism, we
have to do so with a great deal of care.

Mergers can be difficult enough for a large en-
terprise, but demergers are oen worse. Fol-
lowing the same enterprise-as-organismmetaphor,
we could suggest that ‘survivability’ of su
a split could depend on the complexity of the
‘organism’: amoebas split themselves apart as
an everyday activity, but humans don’t!

In some cases there might be a useful analogy
here with lizards that can regrow a tail; or
with the axolotl, whi can even regrow an
entire missing limb; or also with so-called
‘superorganisms’ su as a beehive or an ant-
nest, in whi the ‘organism’ is itself com-
posed of near-autonomous, semi-independent
individuals.
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Yet the oddest and certainly most interest-
ing analogy would be with the unfortunately-
named slime-moulds. ey start out as in-
dividuals barely bigger than an amoeba, but
can merge together into a strange anaric
entity, a kind of gigantic single-cell creature,
in some species up to a metre or more across,
withmany independent nuclei moving around
inside it – metaphorically speaking, an enor-
mous enterprisewith a completely ‘flat’ management-
structure. ey have some similarities to fungi,
but as a collective entity can move around in
sear of food, at speeds of almost a metre a
minute – far faster than any individual cell.
And when food runs out completely – or,
metaphorically, when the collective enterprise
finally fails – the whole thing splits apart
again ba into individual cells, whi wa
away into the breeze as microscopic spores,
to start the cycle all over again. e ultimate
demerger, perhaps…

But the point here is that when we view the
enterprise as organism, we recognise that what-
ever we do to ange the enterprise, we can’t
just wren it all apart without doing some
serious damage: it has to be done with a
great deal more subtlety and care than in the
maine-metaphor’s ‘re-engineering’.
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Services in the living enterprise

In the maine-metaphor, we would typically describe
units of the enterprise in terms of meanistic components,
linked together into larger and larger assemblies But in the
organism metaphor, the natural descriptors are cells and
services: layer upon layer of them, interacting, interweav-
ing, interdependent services, ea delivering something of
vital service and value to the overall enterprise.

e maine-metaphor for the enterprise isn’t wrong as
su: it’s just that it’s too limited for what we really need,
in order to understand the enterprise as enterprise, and
how to work with it in an aritectural sense. emaine-
metaphor’s components describe the composition of the en-
terprise; the organism-metaphor’s services describe what it
does and is, and who and how it serves.

As per that previous definition, an enterprise is a commu-
nity of some kind, coordinating its actions and resources
in support of some shared mission and purpose. And that
purpose – ‘that whi it serves’ – must always be greater
than itself. Ea service has a identifiable customer, with
whom it shares a common ‘higher purpose’ – hence the
need for the purpose to have a broader scope than that of
the enterprise alone. As we move up the layers of services
to rea the scope of ‘the enterprise as a whole’, we gain
a broader yet more precise view of the ultimate ‘higher
purpose’ for the enterprise.

Before we risk wandering off into the realms
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of religion and the rest, remember that all of
this is still only a metaphor! ink of these
descriptions as an ‘as-if’, not an ‘is’: it’s just
an analogy, not the thing itself.

e point is that both the enterprise and the
customers for its services – whatever they
may be – need some kind of shared ‘higher
purpose’ in order to bond together for that
exange of services. e classic way to de-
scribe this is in terms of vision, role, mission
and goal: the enterprise vision describes that
common ‘higher purpose’, the role describes
how the enterprise sees itself in relation to
that purpose – in other words, the services it
provides for that purpose – whilst themission
is the enterprise capabilities that underpin that
role, and so on. We won’t be covering mu
more about that particular layering here, but
there’s more detail on the ‘visioning’ process
in the ‘Aritecture on purpose’ apter of this
book’s companion volume Real Enterprise Ar-
itecture – see the Resources section below.’

A simple organism is self-contained: it’s _viabl_e within
itself, but doesn’t interact that mu with other organisms
– it doesn’t offer or consume many services – and probably
doesn’t have mu of a purpose, either. But even in a basic
bacillus there’s some specialisation within the structure,
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and this specialisation in replicated on larger and larger
scales as we move upward in levels of organic complexity,
with individual cells, then clusters of cells, then entire
organs, providing the myriad of specialised services that
the overall organism – or enterprise – will need.

To make sense of how this works in the viable enterprise,
we need some kind of overview or conceptual structure.
So that’s what we’ll look at next, before going on to apply
those principles in business practice.

Application

• In what ways do you describe the enterprise, or
aspects of the enterprise, as parts of a maine?
How is this reflected in the everyday language of the
enterprise, su as ‘operations’, ‘functions’, ‘business
units’ and the like?

• In what ways do you describe the enterprise, or
aspects of the enterprise, as being some kind of living
organism? How is this reflected in the everyday
language of the enterprise, su as ‘culture’, ‘health’,
‘taking the pulse’, or even the term ‘corporation’
itself?

• What other metaphors do you use to describe the
enterprise? How are these reflected in the every-
day language of the enterprise, su as ‘geing a
green light’ (a ‘roads’ metaphor), or ‘taking a bet’
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(a metaphor of finance as gambling), or ‘cooking up
a new project’, perhaps?

• What impact do su metaphors have on the opera-
tion and existence of your enterprise? In the short-
term? Medium-term? Long-term?

Resources

• Frederi Taylor and ‘scientific management’: see
Wikipedia summary at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_-
management¹²

• ‘Living enterprise’ metaphor: see Arie de Geus, e
Living Company (Longview Publishing, 1997)

• Principles of ‘living enterprise’: seewww.livingorganisations.com/default.htm¹³

• Charles Handy on corporate ownership: see essay
‘A company possessed’, in Charles Handy, Beyond
Certainty (Arrow Books, 1996)

• W Edwards Deming and quality: see Wikipedia
summary at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Edwards_Dem-
ing¹⁴

• Enterprise aritecture and effectiveness: see Tom
Graves, Real Enterprise Aritecture: beyond IT to
the whole enterprise (Tetradian, 2008)

¹²http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_management
¹³http://www.livingorganisations.com/default.htm
¹⁴http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Edwards_Deming

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_management
http://www.livingorganisations.com/default.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Edwards_Deming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Edwards_Deming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_management
http://www.livingorganisations.com/default.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Edwards_Deming
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• Effectiveness at the whole-of-enterprise level: see
Tom Graves, SEMPER & SCORE: enhancing enter-
prise effectiveness (Tetradian, 2008)



Principles – An overview
e core principles of service-oriented aritecture and
design are well-documented from the work on IT-services:

• encapsulation of sub-components into bundles of
more usable functionality

• loose-coupling via messages and standards

• service-contracts between ‘requester’ and ‘provider’
roles

• ‘bla box’ abstraction of the internal workings of
services

• design for reuse and re-purpose

• self-advertising of capabilities and interface needs,
to enable ‘discoverability’

As we move beyond detail-level IT, though, other concerns
may also come into play. One is that there may need
to be multiple implementations of a service, to allow for
operational issues as su up-scaling, down-scaling and
disaster-recovery. Another is that we need to be aware
of the different types of services and how they interrelate
with ea other – see apter Principles – e structure of
services. Andwe also need to be clear about the distinctions
between the service-types themselves:
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• services that provide the deliverables of the enter-
prise, or directly support those deliverables – see
apter Principles – Delivery services

• services that manage the enterprise and its services
– see apter Principles – Management services

• services that provide the coordination for end-to-
end processes – seeapter Principles – Coordination
services

• services that promote, protect and preserve the per-
vasive values of the enterprise – see apter Princi-
ples – Pervasive services

We need to remember, too, that none of these services
exists in isolation: every service has its own set of relation-
ships and interdependencies, all interweaving through the
‘value-web’ that is the whole enterprise. To make sense of
all of this from an aritectural perspective, we need some
means to clarify the complexity. e best way to do this is
describe the interactions in terms of aritectural paerns,
typically derived from formal systems-theory – see apter
Principles – Properties and paerns.

is combination of structure, categorisation and paerns
gives us a framework that we can apply in practice to real
everyday aritectural issues in the enterprise.
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Resources

• Services in IT-aritecture: see Wikipedia summary
at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_Oriented_Aritec-
ture¹⁵

• Services inwhole-of-enterprise aritecture: see Tom
Graves, ‘e Viable Services Model: Service quality,
service interdependence and service completeness’
in Jan van Bon [ed.], IT Service Management: Global
best practices (itSMF/Van Haren, 2008)

¹⁵http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_Oriented_Architecture

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_Oriented_Architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_Oriented_Architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_Oriented_Architecture


Principles – The
structure of services

Summary

Starting from the maine-metaphor notion of a strict
separation between management and workforce, ‘brain’
and ‘brawn’, we use Stafford Beer’s ‘Viable System Model’
as a basic structure to describe services and their interrela-
tionships within any layer of the enterprise.

Brain and brawn

Aritecture is about structure, and about the way that
the various components fit together within that structure:
so it’s easy to see how most current styles of enterprise-
aritecturewould naturally align themselveswith amaine-
metaphor for the enterprise. In that sense, the nature of
aritecture itself is part of the problem here.

Yet living entities have their structure too – though we
do need to remember that it is a living entity, not a dead
maine! So to extend that metaphor a lile further, what
is the anatomy of a service? Or its physiology?

Perhaps the simplest place to start is themaine-metaphor’s
split between ‘brain’ and ‘brawn’. Even the simplest
bacillus will show some internal specialisation, and by the
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time we get to a true stand-alone cell su as an amoeba,
there’s some definite structure there. In particular, there’s
a single distinct nucleus somewhere near the centre, whi
acts mu like the entity’s ‘brain’; and a variety of smaller
structures su as mitoondria, lysosomes and vacuoles
scaered throughout the cytoplasm that provide various
support-functions and act as the cell’s ‘brawn’.

e cell itself exists within a broader environment, inwhi
it will serves some purpose, in an ecological sense at least.
So in the abstract, hierarical terms typified by classic
‘scientific management’, we could summarise this visually
as follows:

’Brain’ and ’brawn’

Extending the ‘scientific management’ view further into
the business context, the cell-like service exists to serve the
purpose set by the external ‘owners’:
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Maine-metaphor model of a service

In anything larger than the most minimal organism, the
cell exists within a hierary of larger cell-like structures
that replicate on larger scales the specialisations that exist
within ea individual cell. So too in the enterprise:
services are aggregated into larger-scale services, ea en-
capsulating some specific functionality for the enterprise.
Ea service has its own ‘customers’, and its own role
within the overall purpose; and the same is true for every
sub-service, and sub-sub-service, and so on.

Yet the layering of services is su that the ‘brain/brawn’
pair of a single service becomes part of the ‘brawn’ for
the next layer upward in the hierary. So here we meet
one of the fundamental flaws in ‘scientific management’:
it asserts an absolute split between white-collar and blue-
collar, ‘brain’ and ‘brawn’, but in functional terms ‘brain’
and ‘brawn’ together form a single, indivisible unit. ‘Brain’
cannot be regarded as something separate, but in effect
is distributed throughout the entire enterprise, interwoven
with its ‘brawn’. If we try to treat them as separate, we
break down that ‘interwovenness’: the service ceases to be
viable – and with it, perhaps, the overall enterprise.
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By the nature of cell-anatomy, the maine-
metaphor’s separation of ‘brain’ and ‘brawn’
does sort-of work at the lowest ‘cell-like’ levels
of the enterprise, and perhaps gives a pleas-
ing illusion of control at the highest levels.
Yet the metaphor’s insistence on treating all
‘brawn’ as brainless – and ‘brain’ likewise as
‘brawnless’ – will guarantee intractable prob-
lems anywhere in the middle, and ultimately
renders the entire enterprise unworkable. As
we can see all too easily in practice – but
perhaps not so easily see why…

Looking at a single cell in a microscope, it’s quite easy to
identify the nucleus and the other individual sub-services.
But it can be easy to forget that all of these sub-entities are
enclosed within the one cell-wall, and operate as a single
unit ; and also easy to forget that ea cell will usually be
part of a larger structure, whi itself will be part of a
larger structure, and so on. And it’s also easy to become
distracted by the fact that within ea cell, there will be
many subsidiary services, and oen many instances of a
particular type of subsidiary service, yet just one nucleus,
one ‘brain’.

ere are a few rare examples, su as the
slime-mouldsmentioned earlier, inwhi there
may be multiple nuclei within the one overall
cell – but we can safely leave them out of this
discussion for now!
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Given that apparent uniqueness, it’s easy to see how man-
agement – the business equivalent of the cell’s nucleus –
would tend to think of itself as ‘special and different’. at
delusion does even sort-of make sense at the highest levels
of the enterprise, and at the very lowest, because in both
cases there’s just the one nucleus on the art – at the top,
nothing below than brawn; at the boom, nothing above
but management. But in the middle, the delusion falls
apart: up, down, sideways, there has to be both ‘brain’ and
‘brawn’. ere, management is not and cannot be ‘special
and different’: it’s just one more service amongst many,
and nothing more than that.

Breakdown of ’special and different’ delusion in the middle layers

Something else that’s easy to miss in the microscope – in
fact very hard to see – is the process of communication
and coordination that occurs both between the subsidiary
services within the cell, and between the cell and other cells
withwhi it’s associated. Tomake sense of viable systems,
we need to understand not just the visible services, but the
more subtle web of connections between them.
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Service-relationships

At this point we can drop the cell-analogy, and go straight
to business. What we’re mainly interested in here is the
differences between intra-service relationships – those that
occur within the service itself – and inter-service relation-
ships that link between services, vertically, horizontally,
and in other ways.

e main intra-service relationships are those between the
‘brain’ and ‘brawn’ – the subsidiary delivery-services that
do the concrete work of the overall service unit. In classic
business terms, there are requirements and definitions
of ‘critical success factors’ (CSFs) going downward from
‘brain’ to brawn’; and performance-records – particularly
the ‘key performance indicators’ (KPIs) – that go upward
from ‘brawn’ to ‘brain’.

More precisely, they pass between the ‘brain’
of the service and the ‘brain’-services within
the subsidiary ‘brawn’ services – a point we’ll
come ba to later.

e most visible inter-service relationships are those be-
tween the overall service and the ‘customer’ for the ser-
vice – usually called the ‘requester’, in service-oriented
aritecture. e requirements for these relationships are
typically documented in some form of ‘service-level agree-
ment’ (SLA) or ‘operational level agreement’ (OLA), whi
should – but sometimes doesn’t – also define the metrics
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by whi the quality of service would be monitored. So if
we view a typical business-function as a service, we would
expect to see a structure something like this.

A simple example of business function as encapsulated service

at’s probably all of the relationships that would be
described in a typical IT-centric version of service-oriented
aritecture. In fact in most cases we’d be luy to be pre-
sented with anythingmore than the basic ‘brawn to brawn’
service-to-service transactions, without any quality-of-service
metrics at all – whi is a serious problem in itself for IT
service-management.

But in addition to those missing metrics, there are also
other key inter-service relationships of whi we need to
keep tra. Although there are others, as we’ll see later, the
most obvious of these are the extensions of the same intra-
service relationships – requirements, CSFs, KPIs and so on
– up and down the service-hierary tree. Requirements
cascade downward; report-metrics cascade upward, mu
as described in Balanced Scorecard and the like.
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Hierary of services, ea with their own performance-measures

Ea ‘brawn’ within the service is really a complete service
in its own right, so to some extent those ‘intra-service’
relationships and messages are actually inter-service rela-
tionships between the ‘brain’ of the ‘parent’-service and the
‘brain’ of the respective ‘ild’-service. e ‘brain’ of the
service is itself a service: in most cases its main ‘customers’
are other ‘brain’-services upstream and downstream in the
service-hierary.

In addition to these, there are also a variety of ‘horizontal’
relationships that focus not just on individual transactions,
but coordination of the full end-to-end processes in whi
the service takes part. And when we remember that
in a real enterprise this will include human contexts as
well as the maine-to-maine messages, we also need
to include some other, oen more subtle relationships and
‘transactions’ around auditing, monitoring, quality, and
trust, that keep ea service and the overall enterprise on
tra and ‘on purpose’.
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When we look at all the requirements of an enterprise,
viewed in terms of the living-organism metaphor, we can
see that every sub-unit in the enterprise would need to have
some means to do all of the following:

• to do its task – in other words, deliver its services

• to sense and report on its perception of its internal
and external environment

• to remember, using some kind of repository of knowl-
edge about its past

• to coordinate its activities with other systems and
services

• to plan its activities in someway, coordinating strate-
gies and tactics with others

• to adapt to and, where possible, improve its own
environment and operation

• to maintain a sense of purpose, to contrast its present
condition with a desired future condition

Every living system does all of this in some way: even an
amoeba has a sense of purpose and direction, if only in
terms of a simple reflex response to its emical context.
Every part of a functioning enterprise does all of this, too –
because if it doesn’t, or if it doesn’t do it well, the enterprise
won’t survive. Whimeans that if we want to build a true
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aritecture of the service-oriented enterprise, this is the
true scope of what we have to be able to describe, and to
model.

But if this all seems a lot to include in a service-oriented
aritecture, don’t worry. e principles, and even the
practice, have all been well-documented for decades, in the
formal discipline of management cybernetics, ‘the science
of effective organisation’. And for this we can turn to
the fundamental tool in that field: Stafford Beer’s ‘Viable
System Model’.

Services as viable systems

A viable system is any organised system that combines, and
resolves to its benefit, all of the ‘survival demands’ in a
anging environment. In business terms, that means an
enterprise that not only survives ange, but thrives on it;
for a service-oriented aritecture, that implies a structure
that is not only capable of monitoring its environment, and
any anges in that environment, but also self -adapting to
ange wherever practicable.

So the Viable System Model (VSM) describes the funda-
mental structure and organisation of any viable system. In
essence, it’s a service-oriented aritecture, in mu the
same sense as in the previous section.

We won’t need to go into the full detail of the
VSM here – for that, see Stafford Beer’s book
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e Brain of the Firm, or Patri Hoverstadt’s
excellent e Fractal Organization. One of
the model’s most important aracteristics,
though, is its recursive structure: the same
basic paern repeats at every level of the
enterprise. As a result, it has extraordinary
scalability: it has been used for every type and
size of organisation, from small co-operatives
in Britain, and mid-sized factories in Spain, all
the way up to the management of the entire
economy of a country – Allende’s Chile, way
ba in the early 1970s.

Beer’s ‘Cybersyn’ system for Allende not only
created a true ‘balanced scorecard’ tenique
two decades before Balanced Scorecard, but
showed how to use that information to make
real-time decisions about the operations of a
huge enterprise. (e system was destroyed
by the military junta shortly aer their assas-
sination of Allende, not because it didn’t work,
but apparently because it had been too suc-
cessful in creating resilience against the covert
‘games’ of the foreign companies that had
bankrolled their coup…) e Chilean website
whi describes that project – see Resources
below – is a real eye-opener about what can be
aievedwhen even very limited resources are
combined with a few truly innovative ideas.
Many of those ideas will still seem advanced
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even by today’s standards, several decades
later. Go see for yourself: very strongly rec-
ommended for any enterprise aritect or IT-
aritect.

e VSM was originally intended as a way to describe
the actions and information-flows needed for management
of the system – the metaphoric equivalent of a nervous-
system for the ‘viable enterprise’, but not mu more
than that. So whilst it’s a powerful model from an IT-
aritecture perspective, it does need some expansion to
make it work well as a generic model for all types of ‘viable
services’, rather than solely for ‘viable IT-systems’. We’ll
explore that later: for now, the main point is that it starts
from the same basic ‘brain/brawn’ split that we’ve seen
earlier as a base to understand structure of services.

Specialised sub-systems with ea service in Viable System Model

In the model, Beer represents these by a rectangle for
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‘brain’ – themanagement-services – and a circle for ‘brawn’
– the delivery-services. Ea ‘brain’ can manage any
number of ‘brawn’ units – ea ofwhi in turn contains its
own ‘brain’ and any number of subsidiary ‘brawns’. Cru-
cially, Beer splits the ‘brain’ into three distinct subsidiary
functions, and includes two other functions whi are, in
part at least, outside of the ‘brain/brawn’ pair.

All these functions or ‘systems’ are assigned numbers, as
follows:

• system-5: maintain policy, purpose and identity

• system-4: resear and report on the external envi-
ronment, and develop strategy

• system-3: plan andmanage the operations activities

• system-3*: monitor and verify by sporadic audit of
activities

• system-2: regulate and coordinate activities with
other systems and services at a tactical level

• system-1: do the alloed task of the overall service,
and sense and report on the internal environment

In the original model, what is now labelled
‘system-3’ was first considered to be part of
the system-3 management tasks; but practical
experience, su as with the Chilean ‘Cyber-
syn’ project, showed that it did need to be
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handled separately. As we’ll see later, the
VSM assignment for system-3, as ‘sporadic
audit’, is actually only one of a whole category
of subsidiary ‘pervasive services’ with this
relationship to the management-services.

A glance ba at that list at the end of the previous section
would show that the VSM ‘systems’ cover most of those
requirements: the only items missing are the two about
knowledge andmemory, and adaptation and improvement.
Although both of these are partly covered by the definition
for system-4, they’re actually beer handled by an expan-
sion of the roles of system-2 and system-3.

Although the VSM itself focuses onmanagement (the system-
3, -4, -5 cluster) and the information-flows needed for
management, the real tension of importance in the en-
terprise is between purpose (the single top-level system-
5) and the expression of that purpose in practice (the
multitude of system-1 entities). Everything else – including
management – is just a support-service towards that end.

Without those support-services, the purpose won’t happen:
hence management does maer, and maer a lot. But we
do need to keep a perspective here, and perhaps a beer
perspective even than the VSM itself: we need to give equal
aention to all of the services and service-categories, at
every level and of every type, and avoid any over-emphasis
on just one or two at the expense of all the others.

In effect, every service, whatever its level in the service-
hierary, has the same internal structure and relation-
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ships; yet ea has its own specialist role within the or-
ganism or, at the enterprise scale, the superorganism. Ea
service has its set of subsidiary services or ‘ild-services’
with four possible categories of functions:

• task-delivery or delivery-support (system-1) – see
apter Principles – Delivery services

• service-management (system-3, system-4, system-5)
– see apter Principles – Management services

• ‘horizontal’ coordinationwith other services (system-
2) – see apter Principles – Coordination services

• functions to keep the overall service on tra and
aligned with enterprise purpose (system 3*) – see
apter Principles – Pervasive services

Classic management texts would bundle everything other
than task-delivery into the service-management services.
But as the VSM diagram shows, coordination and audit do
need to be addressed separately – not least because they
need to operate under a different type of management-
structure, and operate in a completely different way to the
vertical hierary of the main service-management.
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Service-functions and the tetradian aritecture-dimensions

e four types of services also alignwith the four aritecture-
dimensions of the tetradianmodel described in other books
in this series:

• delivery services: physical dimension – actions and
transactions

• management services: conceptual dimension – in-
formation, planning and reporting

• coordination services: relational dimension – con-
nections across between people and across the silos

• pervasive services: aspirational dimension – enter-
prise purpose, identity and values

We also need to explore how the different types of services
communicate with ea other – see apter Principles –
Properties and paerns. In most cases these would pass
through predefined ‘normal annels’ – though note that
many of these, particularly with people-based services,
could use a range of means that may be mu broader than
just the usual IT-type transactions, records and messages.
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But in some cases, an urgent message or other exception
– what Beer describes as an ‘algedonic’ communication -
will need to jump from any service to any other: and these
must be able to bypass those ‘normal annels’ completely
– whether middle-management like it or not! So whilst the
VSM does describe all the information-annels needed by
a complete viable-system, it’s not always either the same
or as simple as conventional IT-centric descriptions might
expect.

For now, though, let’s look at those service-function types
in more detail – starting with the main task-delivery func-
tions.

Application

• What structures would you identify in your exist-
ing enterprise? In what ways are these structures
layered, repeating the same kind of structures at
different hierarical levels?

• In what ways are these structures divided between
‘brain’ and ‘brawn’? Who or what sets the overalls
purpose for ea structure?

• In what ways do these structures communicate with
ea other? Via what meanisms? And for what
purposes?

• How are the activities of the various services coordi-
nated? At ea level? Between levels? And as nodes
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within end-to-end processes?

• How would you identify the efficiency, reliability
and overall effectiveness of any service? Of com-
munication and coordination within and between
services? How would you improve any of this?
What support – or la of it – do you gain from the
structure itself in doing so?

Resources

• Balanced Scorecard: seeWikipedia summary at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balanced_-
scorecard¹⁶

• Balanced Scorecard: see RS Kaplan and DP Norton,
Balanced Scorecard: Translating Strategy into Action
(Harvard Business Sool Press, 1996)

• Viable System Model: see Wikipedia summary at
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viable_System_Model¹⁷

• Cybersyn project, Chile, 1971-73: seewww.cybersyn.cl/ingles/cybersyn/index.html¹⁸

• Stafford Beer and the Viable System Model: see
Stafford Beer, Brain of the Firm (Allen Lane: e
Penguin Press, 1972)

¹⁶http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balanced_scorecard
¹⁷http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viable_System_Model
¹⁸http://www.cybersyn.cl/ingles/cybersyn/index.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balanced_scorecard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balanced_scorecard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viable_System_Model
http://www.cybersyn.cl/ingles/cybersyn/index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balanced_scorecard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viable_System_Model
http://www.cybersyn.cl/ingles/cybersyn/index.html
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• Viable System Model in organisation design: see
Patri Hoverstadt,e Fractal Organization: Creat-
ing sustainable organizations with the Viable System
Model (Wiley, 2008)

• e ‘tetradian’ as aritecture-dimensions: see ap-
ter ‘Dimensions of Aritecture’ in Tom Graves,
Real Enterprise Aritecture: beyond IT to the whole
enterprise (Tetradian, 2008)



Practice – An overview
e service-oriented enterprise is composed of a myriad of
other services at many different scales. We can describe
ea of these as belonging to one of four categories: deliv-
ery, management, coordination and pervasive quality:

Four categories of services

But in itself this doesn’t tell us mu about how the services
interrelate with ea other in practice; and it also doesn’t
tell us mu about how to describe that real-world practice.
For those, our best tactic would be to merge that four-
fold service-structure with another five-phase approa to
modelling and mapping the aritecture of the enterprise:
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Four categories, five phases

is five-phase methodology, whi also links
with those five key dimensions of enterprise-
effectiveness, is described in more depth in
another companion volume in this series, Real
Enterprise Aritecture: beyond IT to the whole
enterprise – see the Resources section below.

So this Practice section is split into five apters, ea
describing aspects of service-aritecture and the service-
oriented enterprise in terms of the respective phase:

• purpose: an emphasis on pervasive-services: “what
purpose does the enterprise serve? whom does it
serve?” – see apter Practice – Service purpose

• people: an emphasis onmanagement-services: “how
do services relate with ea other?” – see apter
Practice – Services and functions
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• preparation: an emphasis on coordination-services:
“what do services know and need to know?” – see
Practice – e knowledge of services

• process: an emphasis on delivery-services: “what
does ea service do? how does it do it? how do
we coordinate services to get real work done?” – see
apter Practice – Services in action

• performance: an emphasis again on pervasive-
services: “what have we done? how can we improve
what we do?” – see apter Practice – Optimising
services

Although this cannot cover every possible aspect of service
aritecture, of course, it should provide enough to begin to
put the principles into real practice within the aritecture
of your own present enterprise.

Resources

• Recursive five-phase enterprise-aritecture: seeap-
ter ‘An overview’ and overall book-structure in Tom
Graves, Real Enterprise Aritecture: beyond IT to
the whole enterprise (Tetradian, 2008)



Glossary
is section summarises some of the key terms and acronyms
used in the book.

appropriate: mating the intended overall purpose; a
REAL / LEARN effectiveness-assessment theme associated
with the aspirational dimension of the context

aspirational dimension: aspirational and intentional as-
pects of work and the workplace, expressed in collective
and individual identity and purpose, and in issues su
as ethics, values and codes of conduct; also commitment-
assets and aspirational capital su as organisationalmorale,
health and fitness

conceptual dimension: mental and conceptual aspects of
work and the workspace: beliefs, aitudes, knowledge,
procedures and process specifications; also knowledge-
assets and intellectual capital

effective: ‘on purpose’, producing the intended overall
result with an optimised balance over the whole; requires
broad generalist awareness of the whole, rather than the
narrow focus required to create local efficiency, hence
oen contrasted with efficient ; see also REAL/LEARN

efficient: ‘doing more with less’, creating the maximum
result with minimum use or wastage of resources in a spe-
cific activity or context; improved incrementally through
active learning and related teniques for feedba and
reflection, although major improvements usually require
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a ange in paradigm; a REAL/LEARN theme associated
with the conceptual dimension of the context

elegant: human dimensions of effectiveness, su as feel-
ings, emotions and ergonomics, expressed in issues su
as usability, simplicity and personal preference; a REAL
/ LEARN effectiveness-assessment theme associated with
the relational dimension of the context

emergence: context within whi cause-effect paerns
can be identified only retrospectively, and in whi ana-
lytic teniques are usually unreliable and misleading

enterprise aritecture: a systematic process to model
and guide integration and optimisation of the entire en-
terprise

FEAF: acronym for Federal Enterprise Aritecture Frame-
work, a framework and methodology developed for enter-
prise aritecture by the US government

goal: a specific objective to be aieved by a specified point
in time; emphasis on the behavioural or physical dimension
of purpose, contrasted with mission, role and vision

integration: contextual awareness of all the interactions
between the physical, conceptual, relational and aspira-
tional dimensions of work and the workspace, and the
active process of linking them together into a unified whole

mission: a desired capability or state to be aieved,
usually within a specified timeframe, and to be maintained
indefinitely once aieved; emphasis on the emotional and,
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to a lesser extent, the conceptual dimensions of purpose,
contrasted with goal, role and vision

narrative: personalised and oen emotive expression or
interpretation of knowledge, as history, anecdote or story;
link-theme between mental dimension and relational di-
mension

optimisation: process of integration in whi efficiency
in different areas is traded-off and balanced for maximum
effectiveness over the whole, between different layers and
sub-contexts su as departments, business processes and
business units

physical dimension: physical aspects of work and the
workspace: skills, competencies, physical processes, be-
haviours, actions; also tangible assets andwork-environment

principle: a conceptual or aspirational commitment or
model, the conceptual-dimension or aspirational-dimension
equivalent of value

purpose: an expression of individual and/or collective
identity - the aspirational theme of “who we are and what
we stand for”; incorporates distinct dimensions of vision,
role, mission and goal

R5: collective term for five complexity-science principles
used with the tetradian, namely recursion, rotation, reflex-
ion, reciprocation and resonance.

REAL / LEARN: acronym for four keywords to evaluate
effectiveness: Reliable, Efficient, Appropriate, eLegant ; the
LEARN acronym includes iNtegration in the evaluation-set
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reciprocation: overall balance in transactions, especially
power-transactions; reciprocal balance between entities
may not be direct or immediate, and in many cases bal-
ance may only be aieved over time at a system-wide
level, with energy-transfers occurring between physical,
conceptual, relational and/or aspirational dimensions; an
R5 principle for assessment of effectiveness and relevance

recursion: paerns of relationship or interaction repeat or
are ‘self-similar’ at different scales; permits simplification
of otherwise complex processes; an R5 principle for assess-
ment of effectiveness and relevance

reflexion: corollary of recursion, in that the whole, or
aspects of the whole, can be identified within the aributes
and transactions of any part at any scale; an R5 principle
for assessment of effectiveness and relevance

relational dimension: relational and emotional aspects
of the work context: feelings and values, internal rela-
tionships and interpersonal transactions, relationships with
external stakeholders; also assets su as reputation and
trust

reliable: high degree of certainty and predictability for a
desired outcome; aREAL / LEARN effectiveness-assessment
theme associated with the physical dimension of the con-
text

resonance: concept of positive- or negative-feedba (in-
creasing or damping) in a system; permits simplification
of otherwise complex processes; an R5 principle for assess-
ment of effectiveness and relevance
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rotation: systematic process of assessing a context from
multiple perspectives; an R5 principle for assessment of
effectiveness and relevance

role: a declared focus or strategic position within the
‘world’ described by a vision; emphasis on the conceptual
and, to a lesser extent, the relational dimensions of purpose,
contrasted with goal, mission and vision

scenario: an imagined future context, developed for the
purpose of understanding both the present context and
options for action in the future context

strategy: ‘big picture’ view of an action-plan for an or-
ganisation to implement a purpose, usually emphasizing
its vision, role and mission components; contrasted with
the tactics required to execute the plan

tactics: detailed missions, goals and other step-by-step
activities to execute a strategy, or some segment of an
overall strategy

tetradian: depiction of the physical, conceptual, relational
and aspirational dimensions of a context as four axes in a
tetrahedral relationship, usually also showing the respec-
tive link-themes as the edges between the vertices of the
tetrahedron

TOGAF: acronym foreOpenGroupAritecture Frame-
work, an IT-oriented framework and methodology for
enterprise aritecture developed collectively by members
of the Open Group consortium

value: an emotional commitment
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vision: description of a desired ‘world’, always far greater
than any individual or organization; described in the present
tense, yet is never ‘aieved’; emphasis on the aspirational
dimension of purpose, contrasted with goal, mission and
role; also link-theme between aspirational dimension and
relational dimension

visioning: generic term for the process of identifying,
developing and documenting vision and values, leading
towards strategy and tactics

Zaman framework: a systematic structure for categori-
sation of models within an IT-oriented enterprise aritec-
ture, developed by John Zaman
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